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Do You Know Why
Phishing Attacks
Defeat Your SEG?
Read On
As phishing attacks worsen, CISOs and their teams
are taking hard looks at why top-line email gateways
(SEGs) from Cisco IronPort, Proofpoint, Mimecast,
Symantec, Barracuda, Trend Micro and others keep
missing phish. When your employees continue to
see phish in their inboxes, that’s proof that your SEG
can’t stop them, and you’re risking catastrophic loss.

WHY SEGS FAIL —
IN A NUTSHELL:
•

SEGs use threat samples from active, ongoing
attacks. But modern phishing attacks launch
and shut down quickly—before their profile can
be captured.

•

SEGs watch for high-volume spam, while phish
are low-volume, slow and targeted, slipping
through easily.

•

SEGs can’t quarantine or block imposter emails

Phishing Attacks: The Bad,
the Worse, and the Worst
BUSINESS EMAIL
COMPROMISE:
BEC ATTACK AT FORTUNE 500 BLOCKED
PREVENTING $24.5 MILLION LOSS
A threat actor purporting to be a supplier
groomed an employee by sending seven
BEC phishing emails over 20 days to lure the
employee into paying a $24.5 million invoice.
The emails easily bypassed the company’s
Proofpoint SEG defenses but was detected and
blocked by the Area 1 anti-phishing service.

BUSINESS EMAIL
COMPROMISE:
MEDIA GIANT NIKKEI LOSES $29 MILLION TO
BEC SCAMMERS
The publishing giant, Nikkei, lost roughly $29
million after an employee of the Nikkei America
subsidiary was tricked by scammers to send
the funds to a bank account they controlled. In
Nikkei America’s case, the scammers requested
wire transfers using fraudulent information by
posing as a Nikkei executive. 1

that don’t look like threats. Phish fool SEGs by
spoofing trusted vendors, web sites or senders.
Phishing attacks cause 95 percent of cybercrime loss
to businesses like yours. Your SEG and spam filter
consistently let phish slip into user inboxes, just lurking
for a response.

SUPPLY CHAIN
SPEAR-PHISHING:
SCAMMERS TRICK CITY OF NAPLES OUT OF $700,000
IN SPEAR PHISHING CYBER ATTACK
The City of Naples says the cyber attack
that resulted in the loss of $700,000 was
a “sophisticated” spear phishing strategy. 2

When a breach occurs, investigating and remediating

The funds were paid to a fake bank account

phishing incidents ties up scarce IT resources and

the attacker provided while posing as a

budget. The need and urgency for CIOs and CISOs
to take action and continually improve security
effectiveness and efficiency have never been higher.
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representative from the Wright Construction
Group, which was doing infrastructure work in
downtown Naples, according to a news release.

Defending From
the Diversity of
Phishing Attacks

•

Modern malware is low-volume, targeted, and
polymorphic, making signature-based detection
ineffective.

•

Threat actors can easily establish imposter or
spoofed email accounts, domains, and			
websites. Attacks are launched and shut down
within hours, making reputation-based 		
detection ineffective.

•

Threat actors compromise reputable sites 		
and systems to launch attacks that easily pass 		
reputation-based defenses.

•

Fileless attacks, such as Credential Harvesting 		
attacks, easily evade reputation-based
defenses and trick users into entering
credential information on imposter login or
password-reset web pages, so that threat
actors can steal a victim’s credentials and gain
access to accounts.

•

BEC, another fileless attack type, uses social
engineering to craft an email that appears to
be from a trusted party. The email requests
that the victim make an urgent payment or
provide information. Again, these attacks easily

Notorious cyber attacks such as Business Email
Compromise (BEC), spear phishing, credential
harvesting, and watering holes use unique tactics to
accomplish their malicious objectives — but all are
forms of phishing. They attempt to lure users into
opening emails, clicking on links, downloading files,
transferring money or data, or entering information
such as account IDs and passwords into websites.
And despite significant investment in cybersecurity tools,
most organizations still experience phishing emails that
evade defenses and land in employee inboxes, causing
data breach, financial loss and brand damage. Why?

THREAT ACTORS OUTPACE SEGs
Attackers are continually evolving their threats so
existing SEGs can’t keep up with them. That’s why

evade reputation-based defenses.

phishing attacks are devouring brand value, funds, and
data integrity — and SEGs can’t stop them.
As organizations deploy new security technologies
to thwart attacks, threat actors adapt to circumvent
those defenses. Telltale indicators of an attack, such
as downloading malicious code or traffic to or from
criminal sites, could historically be detected and
blocked using signature- and reputation-based email,
web, and network defenses. But threats have evolved,
and yesterday’s defenses (including signature-based
detection and reputation-based defenses) can’t stop
today’s threats:

To protect against these modern threats, many
organizations augment legacy secure email gateways
with expensive, add-on advanced threat protection
services. These services dynamically analyze email
file attachments to detect malicious code. They
check URL reputations at the time of the click to
detect malicious sites. However, these add-on SEG
services come at the cost of delaying access to safe
files and websites — ultimately impacting business
productivity and employee satisfaction. And despite
all of this, some phishing attacks still evade SEG
detection, causing irreparable harm to organizations.
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EVEN CLOUD SEGs ARE BOXES
THAT DON’T SCALE
Just as inboxes are migrating to the cloud, so too are SEG
defenses. But almost all Cloud SEGs are simply virtual

Know Your Enemy:
Phishing Classics —
and Evolving Threats

appliances deployed and managed in the cloud, with

So what types of phishing campaigns are commonly used

many of the same efficacy and performance limitations

by threat actors? And what’s needed to defend you from

SEGs suffer when deployed on-premise.

this diversity of attacks?

Detecting modern phishing attacks requires computeintensive advanced email analysis and threat detection
algorithms, tasks that appliance-based SEGs cannot
handle due to the necessary processing horsepower.

SPEAR PHISHING SHARPENS
THE BLEEDING EDGE
Spear phishing is one of the most effective and versatile
criminal tools. Landing easily in the inbox, spear phishing

“Tuning” a SEG Takes Valuable
Time and Resources

attacks use social engineering to personalize emails.

Without effective anti-phishing controls, your team is

there’s no link to click or file to download, responding to

spending hours investigating incidents and “tuning”
your SEG’s configuration to prevent follow-on attacks.
Unfortunately, no amount of “tuning” can turn back
time and prevent phish from being clicked on, causing
harm, and perpetuating this miserable cycle.
Tuning may help defend from a repeat attack of the
same phish, but tuning is fundamentally ineffective
against the attack that evaded your defenses to begin
with, and won’t protect you from the next attack
because hackers are constantly evolving their tactics.
And the phish that inevitably get through SEGs require
incident investigation and response, with all of the
distractions and direct costs inflicted on the Security
Operations Center.
To learn more, read the white paper, “Whack-aPhish? Why ‘Tuning’ Email Security is a Losing
Game,” here: https://area1security.com/tuning-emailsecurity-gateways-losing/.
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They lure victims into clicking a link, downloading a file,
or, in the case of business email compromise, because
a request for information or action or a funds transfer
resulting in financial loss.
These attacks, which often launch and then shut down
within hours, are typically low volume. Because SEGs
and cloud email suite defenses rely on threat data from
analysis of active attacks and large volumes of threat
samples, they aren’t able to detect spear phishing.
Only early insight can prevent a spear phishing attack.
Hackers set up their phishing infrastructure over
months. Once the attack launches, they dismantle and
decamp in hours. By the time SEGs sound the alarm, the
damage has been done. Only technology that proactively
detects phishing campaigns and infrastructure under
construction offers the critical early visibility needed to
detect and prevent a spear phishing email from landing
in user inboxes.

YOU CAN’T PATCH PEOPLE:
BEC FRAUD MANIPULATES EVEN
TRAINED EMPLOYEES
BEC attacks rely on impersonation to trick victims into
providing confidential information or transferring funds.
A fake “CEO” request can damage a company more
severely than a sophisticated technological attack. BEC
succeeds because fraudsters research and study the
target company meticulously to gain deep knowledge
and familiarity. Spoofing senders makes an email seem

Exposing Imposter Emails
BEC attacks are fundamentally different in
nature than spam email. Algorithms that
have been effective for spam in general do
not perform well for low volume, targeted
BEC attacks, but with enough data and
modern machine learning the problem can be
successfully solved.

to come from a trusted organization, executive or

Protecting against BEC attacks requires

supplier.

advanced email analysis techniques that can

File-less, link-less and easily validated by SEG email
authentication checks, BEC is remarkably successful.

look at the source and the sentiment of an
email. Sophisticated matching models are
needed to check that messages appearing
to be from an executive or partner actually

BEC example:

originate from known sending domains.
In combination with natural language
processing of email subject and content,
an effective defense must diagnose the
message sentiment itself to detect BEC phish
and prevent delivery of imposter email to
employee inboxes.
To learn more, read the ebook, “Fake
Executive Emails, Real Financial Losses:
An Essential Guide to Business Email

•

Message spoofs executive

•

No technical call to actions
(i.e., links or attachments)

•

Message bypassed Cisco Ironport SEG
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Compromise”, here:

https://area1security.com/cloud-email-phishebook/.

CREDENTIAL HARVESTERS
MAKE A ‘SIMPLE’ REQUEST

time only, taking them down quickly before threat

What could be more innocuous than logging into

site. Thus, newly launched credential harvesting sites go

your own account? Stealing legitimate user IDs and
passwords, credential-harvesting attacks often start
with targeted phishing emails that request the victim

researchers can amass the volume of threat activity
data necessary to recognize the malicious nature of the
undetected by traditional email security technologies,
including SEGs.

to click on a link and log into their own account to

Thwarting phishing attacks demands muscular phishing

change password or payment information. It sounds

defense: Google-like proactive web crawling that

reasonable. But the link then directs the user instead

discovers malicious sites under construction, keen

to a spoofed site, allowing the hacker to harvest the

data analysis, brand detection – and speedy checks

valid credentials just entered by the victim. The hacker

of associated brand infrastructure to detect imposter

can then use those credentials to log into the victim’s

pages before credential-harvesting attacks launch.

actual account.

Business Credential Harvesting example:
Credential Harvesting example:

•

Microsoft credential harvester example
missed by Symantec MessageLabs SEG spoofs
executive

VOICEMAIL PERSONALIZES
THE CRIME
A voicemail phish begins with an email notification of a
missed call and voicemail. The message contains a link
from the attacker to an authentic-looking site, prompting
recipients to enter their credentials.
Cybercriminals often launch phishing sites for a limited
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•

A voicemail phish missed by Proofpoint SEG

Why Human Firewalls Don’t Work
In a recent exercise, 15 percent of highly trained users
fell for, and clicked on a phish. Employees can’t stop
every phishing attack if your SEGs miss phish—and it
only takes one. You can’t teach your way out of phishing
attacks because training exercises reduce but don’t stop
phishing attacks; so a reduced rate of clicks is all you can
hope for. Even educated employees still click on phishing
emails. That means you need to support your education
and training investment with preemptive anti-phishing
technology—as Gartner recognizes.

SPREADING THE MISERY:
MALWARE, RANSOMWARE—
AND MORE
Threat actors use many techniques to slip malware-

Defense against these attacks requires extraction of
remote linked files and email- attached files, along
with the use of sophisticated algorithms that can

infected files past cyber defenses. They lure victims to

quickly scan files and identify hidden malicious code.

click on a URL in an email or social post that downloads

Advanced defenses can also open password-protected

a malware-infected document. They also use URL

files, decompress archived files, and then analyze the

shorteners and redirects to hide their malicious links

contents to detect hidden malware.

and evade cyber defenses. They might also embed
links to malware-infected documents in benign email

Many companies pay a premium for SEGs, but loyalty

file attachments. Hackers can easily attach password

to technology once “good enough” will not save your

protected or archived malicious files to emails, hiding

company from relentless targeted phishing attacks. The

their activities with techniques that evade SEG signature-

truth is: today’s threat actors are leaving legacy defenses

and sandbox-based malware-detection technologies.

in the dust.

GARTNER: PRIORITIZE A MULTI-TIERED ANTI-PHISHING APPROACH
While traditional cybersecurity solutions can detect and protect against known phishing sites and downloads,
they lack critical early awareness of newly established or previously unknown malicious sites and payloads.
Against a fierce criminal headwind, a layered or multi-tiered approach is key to keeping your mailbox from
being weaponized against you.
In its foundational paper, How to Build an Effective Email Security Architecture, Gartner recommends priority
establishment of anti-phishing technology controls to reduce cyber risk.
The paper notes Verizon’s statistic that phishing and pretexting encompass 98 percent of social incidents
and 93 percent of breaches. The report recommends designing an email security architecture that addresses
the severity of modern email threats such as malware, malicious URLs, credential phishing and BEC.
Gartner refers to Area 1’s ability to protect the inbox with:
•

Pre-emptive crawling of the entire web to spot malicious infrastructure in advance of attacks

•

Machine learning models trained with preemptive threat data

•

Cousin or “look-a-like” imposter domain detection
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Protection from Modern
Phishing Attacks:
A New Approach

monitors and analyzes threat actor activity reveals
phishing campaigns and infrastructure that are under
construction. It can dynamically analyze suspicious
web pages and payloads. And it can continuously
update analysis and detection models as threat-actor

Traditional email security defenses rely on knowledge

tactics evolve.

of yesterday’s active attack characteristics, such as
reputation data and threat signatures, to detect the

Effective protection from modern attacks requires that

next attack, and therefore can’t defend against modern

email security defenses be armed with early visibility

phishing attacks that continually evolve.

into emerging phishing campaigns and infrastructure,
and that they use predictive, real-time analysis

What’s needed is forward-looking security technology

techniques that can detect new, previously unseen

that is aware not only of yesterday’s active phishing

malicious payloads and links — before they hit your

payloads, websites, and techniques — but also has

in-boxes. Not after the fact.

insight into the threat actors’ next moves. Which sites
and accounts are they compromising or establishing
for use in tomorrow’s attacks? What payloads and
techniques are they preparing to use in those attacks?
Where are they prodding and probing before an attack?

If you’re concerned about phishing email bypassing
your defenses, contact Area 1 and learn how we protect
organizations from phishing:
https://www.area1security.com/overview/demo-request/.

Forward-looking security technology that proactively
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About Area 1 Security
Area 1 Security offers the only Pay-per-Phish solution in the cybersecurity industry - and the only technology that
comprehensively blocks phishing attacks before they damage your business. Phishing is the root cause of 95 percent
of security breaches, according to Gartner.
Area 1 Security works with some of the most sophisticated organizations in the world, including Fortune 500 banks,
insurance companies, and healthcare providers to preempt and stop targeted phishing attacks at the outset, improve
their cybersecurity posture and change outcomes.
Learn more at www.area1security.com, join the conversation at @area1security or subscribe to Phish of the Week
for the latest industry news and insights on how to deal with phishing.

To request a demo, visit https://area1security.com/overview/demo-request/

